
Minutes:  P&R District #1  BOD  December 9, 2014  6:00PM at LBJCC 

Present: Larry Robinson, Richard Hull, Cathy Bohman, Dennis Schmitt, Gary Elmer. Bonnie Story taking 

minutes.  

Previous Minutes:  RH moved to approve, CB seconded, all approved. 

Treasurer’s Report: Vouchers 78440-78444 for $1207.81 were moved to approve by GE, DS seconded. 

Present available balance is $24520.83. Discussion ensued confirming the need to determine a 

maximum amount on projects. If an expense is disputed after work is done, generally the bill would be 

paid first and then a refund settlement pursued. RH shared an annual request from the county that the 

names and salaries of the board members all be listed. Since the board is unpaid, it's very easy. 

Calendar:  LR stated the upcoming events, including Women's Club dinner and concerts. CB and RH 

shared the new Women's Club schedule details provided by Sheila Hull. 

Spending Priorities Discussion 

#1 Rear Awning: LR received a bid from a local resident Terry Dahlin for the awning job. The total bid 

was $3672.08, with $1472 of that amount going for materials, and $2200 for labor. RH has the extra 

wood from the front awning to include, and the bid may then be lower. RH will work on sharing that info 

with the builder. RH noted that the other bid he received was for $7,000 from a Sequim company. The 

bid includes demolition and removal of materials in addition to the construction and it includes hiring 

another laborer. All agreed it's a good quote. DS pointed out a joist construction detail of the existing 

front awning that should be avoided in the construction of the rear one. If it means a few extra plywood 

sheets, it's worth it. DS will follow up. DS moved to set a maximum to approve at $4,000. RH approved, 

LR seconded, all approved. The group agreed that adding gutters is essential and that can be tackled 

after the construction. Quote needed from Giraffe, Inc. for same length of gutters as the front awning. 

Painting needed, in good weather. 

#2 Picnic Shelter: Group agreement that the Picnic shelter, the survey's #1 pick in priority, design should 

move right ahead for construction in spring. Perhaps Terry Dahlin would give a quote for it when he is 

finished with the awning. Agreement that a realistic maximum cost would be $5,000. That could be 

upped substantially by using a cement slab instead of gravel. Plus the BBQ which could be $500. The 

design should be simple and harmonize with the main building. DS will research designs and then we can 

get quotes. 

#3 Dishwasher:  Estimated $4,000 top cost. Discussion included mention that commercial dw's have 

different requirements from the county than a residential style dw. Once a new model is decided on, we 

can pursue specific requirement info. The Women's Club dinners - ones that sell food to the public - are 

85% of the reason driving our need for commercial kitchen certification. A new dw cannot be any wider 

than the existing one. No room for expansion. The current dw takes too long to complete a cycle and is 

not efficient. Dishes are washed in the kitchen at least once a week, and usually more often. 



#4 Sport Court Continue to pursue details, GE chairing. Good weather needed for install. 

#5 Exercise barre and SAIL signs: CB exploring grant for 2015, could cover $2,000. Project could be a 

nice positive (and visible) addition. 

#6 Flat Roof sections: Weather-sensitive, pursue summer repair. 

#7 Main Building roof: Discussion that a full replacement job is needed this time due to bolts and hole 

sizes issue. Metal roof is at the end of its lifespan now. Not leaking currently anywhere other than the 

chimney, rarely. More about this in spring, will get bids to start getting a handle on costs. Expensive. 

#8 Tech Flooring tiles for the Sport Court 

#9 Walking Track: Discussion of costs, keep it on the radar but not a high priority right now. 

Old/Ongoing Business 

Water Sample: Pending. 

Stove repair: 98% done per LR. A blister was detected on the burner so that had to be replaced as well 

as the igniter. Door gasket on order and pending. May be another service call to complete job unless the 

tech can add on to an existing trip out here by chance. Invoice was $430, mostly in parts costs. 

Kitchen Linoleum:  DS: After the holidays we will get some resolution. We have a case number and the 

adjuster is in PA.  

Building-side Bollards Area: DS suggested a cleanup at some point for that particular spot. We need 

bollards there to protect the building, but they can be tripping hazards. Group agreed to take a look 

during daytime.  

New Business 

Water Hose: DS reported an issue with hose users not replacing the hose properly in freezing weather. 

May need a backfill preventer, which may be the law anyway. LR will check costs at Home Depot. A sign 

could help users realize how to put the hose away properly? 

Bollard Area, North side of building: There is some failure happening on the end. DS will bring tools for 

a temporary fix, but whole area should be addressed in spring for a re-do. 

Meeting Adjourned 7:20 PM LR moved, CB seconded, all agreed. 

Secretary printed agenda view of updated calendar for LR. 


